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Chapter One: Introduction

1.1 Introduction to Revision Total Hip Arthroplasty

Total hip arthroplasty (THA) is a common orthopaedic joint reconstruction procedure performed in the United States with yearly operations predicted to increase from 498,000 in 2020 to 1,429,000 in 2040 (Singh et al., 2019). While THA is a widely successful procedure, failure still occurs from infection, dislocation, osteolysis, or loosening resulting in revision rates of about 5-10% of patients within the first 10 years after a primary THA (Gwam et al., 2017, Glassou et al., 2015). Failure within revision surgeries and implants, however, is still a prevalent issue despite the advancements in implant design and surgical techniques, with the most common failure resulting from mechanical loosening in the femoral component. (Bozic et al., 2009, Gwam et al., 2015). Mechanical or aseptic loosening results from the component becoming dislodged from the cement-bone interface or from the bone-implant interface for cementless stems. The initial stability of the femoral stem, or reduction in micromotion at the bone-implant interface is required for long-term success (Mjöberg et al., 1994).

Many studies have looked at the initial stability of the femoral stem through the use of micromotion studies due to static loading conditions to create an axial or torsional load on the stem. Most of these studies have focused on the use of linear variable transducers or the use of metal beads through CT scanning to determine the micromotion seen (Burke et al., 1991, Gortchacow et al., 2010). There have also been a few studies
that have focused on the use of digital image correlation to track micromotion throughout the cycle of these loading conditions (Small et al., 2017, Race et al., 2009). The major pitfall in these studies has been the use of static loading conditions instead of loading conditions related to activities of daily living to induce micromotion.

The goal of this study in this thesis was to use computational and experimental methods to analyze how static loading conditions compare to activities of daily living loading conditions on the micromotion of the femoral stem relative to the bone. By performing static loading conditions and loading conditions from activities of daily living, a repeated measure study was performed to compare the micromotion from each of these loading conditions.

1.2 Introduction to Statistical Shape Models

Statistical Shape Modeling (SSM) is the process of using mathematics, statistics, and computation to analyze the shape of a bone into a representation that can be used for future understandings of bone shape and morphology. SSMs are tools that have been used in the quantification of morphological variations and consideration of patient variability (Sintini et al., 2018). SSMs are used in product design and selection. Specifically, they have been used for the position and orientation of implant components in total knee arthroplasty, total hip arthroplasty, and more (Galloway et al., 2013).

The knee joint is a common SSM that is developed and studied for shape and morphological variations and joint implant design and selection. Within knee SSMs, there are two different models developed, individual bone models for the tibia and femur, or full joint models that consist of both bones being modeled as one (Pedoia et al., 2015, Cerveri et al., 2020). These two different models have both been used to solve similar
biological hypotheses, such as shape variability, kinematic comparisons, or joint implant selection and design. However, very little work has been conducted to quantify differences in the two models in the accuracy of developing SSMs. The objective of this study in this thesis was to use computational methods to quantify the accuracy with which individual bone models develop SSMs compared to joint-level models, utilizing different measures of comparison (Audenaert et al., 2019).

1.3 Thesis Objectives

The objectives of this thesis are twofold. The first set of objectives is related to the Activities of Daily Living in Revision Total Hip Femoral Stem Micromotion study:

1. Determine maximum torque due to reaming and maximum impaction of the implant for revision of total hip femoral stems.

2. Compare simple loading conditions to the loading conditions from gait and stair descent for revision of total hip femoral stems.

The secondary set of objectives is related to the Accuracy Tradeoffs between Individual and Joint-Level Statistical Shape Models of Knee Morphology study:

1. Develop statistical shape models of the tibia, femur, and joint-level knee consisting of the femur and tibia modeled as one.

2. Assess trade-offs in accuracy between statistical shape models describing the tibia and femur as individual bones and statistical shape model of the knee joint using multiple evaluation measures.

1.4 Thesis Overview

This thesis has two distinct research areas and is split accordingly. This thesis provides previous research surrounding femoral stem micromotion, as well as previous
research surrounding the comparison of individual bone statistical shape models versus joint level statistical shape models of the knee. This thesis also includes original research related to the effect of activities of daily living on femoral stem micromotion and research related to the accuracy trade-offs of individual bone and joint level statistical shape models. Chapter 2 provides a review of literature on revision total hip femoral stem micromotion to provide the reader insight into the methodology and research questions that have been previously investigated. Chapter 3 provides a review of literature on statistical shape modeling of the knee to give the reader insight into the methodology used in the development of these models and the comparisons between individual bone studies and joint level studies. Chapter 4 provides a detailed report on an original study conducted at the University of Denver to analyze the effects of activities of daily living on revision femoral stem micromotion. Chapter 5 provides a detailed report on an original study performed at the University of Denver on the comparison of accuracy between individual bone and joint level statistical shape models of the knee. Chapter 6 provides concluding remarks regarding the main findings from each of these studies and related future work.
Chapter Two: Literature Review – Revision Total Hip Femoral Stem

Micromotion

2.1 Revision Total Hip Arthroplasty Overview

Total hip arthroplasty (THA) is a common orthopedic joint reconstruction procedure performed in the United States with annual procedures predicted to increase from 498,000 in 2020 to 1,429,000 in 2040 (Singh et al., 2019). Total hip arthroplasty (THA) is a procedure where the hip joint is replaced with a prosthetic joint, in the cases of hips with osteoarthritis, to restore the function of the joint, as well as to relieve pain. THA involves the surgical removal of the acetabular cartilage and subchondral bone, which resides within the cup portion of the hip and replaces it with an acetabular cup. It also removes the head and proximal neck of the femur, or the ball portion of the joint, and replaces it with a small diameter head and femoral stem. (Siopack et al., 1995).

Despite THA being a widely used and successful procedure, component failure and revision still occur, mostly as a result of infection, dislocation, osteolysis, or loosening (Gwam et al., 2017). About 5-10% of patients within the first 10 years after a primary THA are revised or sustain complications, resulting in over 50,00 revision THA procedures annually in the United States (Glassou et al., 2015). Revision THA is similar to that of a primary THA, in which it still utilizes a femoral stem and head with an acetabular component, but usually at larger sizes to account for larger bone loss when compared to that of a primary THA (Sheth et al., 2013). The burden of failure in revision
is still a prevalent issue despite the advancements in implant design and surgical techniques (Bozic et al., 2009). The most common failure in revision THA for the femoral component was mechanical loosening (Gwam et al., 2015). Mechanical or aseptic loosening refers to the component becoming dislodged from either the cement in the bone or from the bone itself for cementless components. Initial stability, as a reduction in micromotion, of the implant-bone interface is required for cementless stem long-term success (Mjöberg et al., 1994).

2.2 Modular versus Nonmodular Revision Femoral Stems

Modular and nonmodular stems are commonly used in revision THA. However, which type of stem is considered better remains up for debate (Feng et al., 2020). A modular stem consists of two parts, a femoral neck portion that the femoral head connects to, and a stem portion that resides within the shaft of the femur (Fig. 2.1).

Figure 1.1: RECLAIM® Revision Modular Hip Stem (JnJMedicalDevices.com)

The two components are connected with a male taper end on the proximal portion of the stem and a female taper end on the distal portion of the femoral neck. Nonmodular
hip stems on the other hand are manufactured as a one-piece design. The femoral neck and stem are designed together (Fig 2.2).

Figure 2.2: CORAIL® Revision Nonmodular Hip Stem (JnJMedicalDevices.com)

The selection between modular and nonmodular femoral stems for revision THAs tend to be based upon the preferences and experiences of the surgeon (Feng et al., 2020). Many studies have looked at the comparison between modular and nonmodular femoral stems for both primary and revision THAs. A study performed out of Department of Orthopaedic Surgery at the Vejle Hospital in Denmark looked at clinical outcomes, specifically the level of pain between two groups that had the two different types of hip stems. The study found that more patients in the nonmodular group had pain at the clinical follow-up than the modular group did (Mikkelsen et al., 2017). Another study performed as a retrospective observational study reviewed the ability of the stems to
restore limb length and offset, as well as a comparison of complications between the two stems. The modular hip stem did have a greater proportion of patients that had equal limb lengths and smaller offsets but was not statistically significant compared to nonmodular femoral stems. The study also concluded that there was not a significant difference in complications between the two groups (Duwelius et al., 2013). The predominant reason for complication in this study was aseptic loosening in both femoral stem groups.

Another retrospective study focused on the comparison between the two femoral stems in revision scenarios, specifically evaluating the improvement of quality of life, avoiding complications, and restoring femoral bone stock. The study showed that the early and midterm survivorship of the two groups was equivalent but concluded that the modular stem was superior to the nonmodular stem in improving patient quality of life, decreased complications, and restoration of the femur (Richards et al., 2009). This study also showed that the main cause of complications for both the stems was aseptic loosening.

Another study conducted at the Department of Orthopedic Surgery at the Hospital of Xuzhou Medical University in Jiangsu, China compared the two femoral stems in a revision setting as well, to assess the clinical and radiographic outcomes. The study found that there was a significantly higher occurrence of intraoperative fracture in the modular group, but also found that there was a significant increase in subsidence in the nonmodular group than the modular group (Feng et al., 2020). This study also found the leading reason for revision to be aseptic loosening for both groups.

Most of the studies that review the difference between the two femoral stems are retrospective reviews of clinical data. Very little literature discusses in vitro comparison
between the two femoral stems specifically looking at the initial stability of the femoral stem, which can be measured through micromotion.

2.3 Previous Research Surrounding Femoral Stem Micromotion

Femoral stem micromotion in THA has been studied in numerous different ways. The most common way during early testing was using electrical transducers to measure at specific points along the interface between the implant and cement interface or between the implant and bone interface for cementless femoral stems. An early methodology used electrical displacement transducers or extensometers, that consisted of a cylindrical metal pin that was press-fit into the femoral component and a hollow outer cylinder that was attached to specific parts of the bone. Then the extensometer was attached to the two pins and the motion was measured between the inner pin and outer pin (Burke et al., 1991). Similar processes were done using linearly variable transducers (LVDT) in two other publications. The LVDT is a similar tool to that explained in the Burke et al., 1991 study, consisting of a solid cylindrical pin attached to the femoral stem with an outer hollow cylindrical pin attached to the bone, and motion was captured between the two pins (Fig. 2.3) (Baleani et al., 2000; Barr et al., 2015).
This process was a successful way of determining micromotion, however, it was reliant on the consistent placement of the LVDT for comparisons between each of the bones. It also was only able to measure micromotion at specific points along the stem and bone and not the entire implant to the bone.

Two previous studies utilized a methodology to determine the micromotion of the entire stem relative to the bone. One study, before implantation of the femoral stem, super-glued 5 tantalum beads to drilled portions of the femoral stem and attached another 15 beads through manual press-fit to the reamed-out portion of the bone-implant surface. The specimen was then placed into an aluminum fixture that enclosed the entire femur, which had a piston at the proximal end to create an axial load onto the stem (Fig 2.4). A CT scan was done before and after loading, and a registration process was performed to align the stem beads to one another to determine the displacement of the bone beads to one another (Gortchacow et al., 2010).
Figure 4.4: Testing setup that consisted of an aluminum enclosure with piston to develop axial loading onto the stem (Top and Middle) and a CT Scan showing placement of tantalum beads on the femoral stem and femur (Bottom) (Gortchacow et al., 2010).

Another study followed a very similar testing setup, utilizing a testing fixture close to that of Gortchacow et al., 2010 to allow for CT scanning. Similar to the previous study there were 37 tantalum beads placed on the femoral stem surface, however, this study used around 1,000 stainless steel beads manually press-fit into the metaphyseal cancellous bone. This study also had a pre- and post-CT scan for the loading of the stem, but unlike the previous study, also conducted a CT scan while the stem was being loaded. The post-processing was very similar, as well, with a rigid body registration of the implant markers and then determining displacements of the bone markers to one another.
(Camine et al., 2017). Although these studies, in contrast to the LVDT studies, allow for an understanding of the micromotion of the whole stem to the femur there are still some limitations to this type of experimental design. One of the limitations comes from the metallic artifacts during scanning, which could cause issues in the registration process between CT scans, as well as, issues in displacement measurements between the markers (Gortchacow et al., 2010). Another limitation of this testing setup is the effect of the markers on the mechanical properties of the stem and bone, and also the fixation ability of the stem to the bone. Although small holes were drilled into the stem, it could still have some effect on the movement of the stem, the manually press-fit markers into the femur could cause both issues of the bone becoming weakened, as well as the decreased surface area of the stem to attach to the bone.

The use of Digital Correlation Imaging (DIC) cameras allows for studies to visualize micromotion in real-time without the need for CT scans or measurement equipment attached to the stem or bone. One study developed a testing protocol using a DIC camera system to compare micromotion in different lengths and shoulder variations for femoral stems. This study drilled 3 measurement windows, 8mm in diameter, and applied a black and white speckled pattern on the stem in these windows to track micromotion. This setup was placed into a loading apparatus to apply axial and torsional loads to the femoral head (Fig 2.4). The DIC tracking software computed point-to-point measurements to determine micromotion (Small et al., 2017).
Figure 5.5: Testing setup to create axial and torsional loads at the head of the femur. Femur has white and black speckle paint for micromotion testing at specified windows (Small et al., 2017).

Another study used a very different testing setup, but still employed the use of a DIC camera for micromotion. This study, after implantation of the stem, took transverse slices at 10mm thick from the specimen, placed them into a custom torsional load device, and used a DIC system to compute micromotion at the implant-cement and cement-bone interfaces (Fig 2.5) (Race et al., 2009).
Figure 6.6: Custom torsional load setup for 10mm thick specimen slices with window for DIC camera system (Top) and an image from the DIC showing micromotion at specified interfaces (Bottom) (Race et al., 2009).

While both of these studies show the use of DIC camera systems for tracking micromotion of the stem relative to the femur without the use of equipment being placed within the specimen, they both required alterations to occur to the specimen. Small et al., 2017 required the use of viewing windows to be drilled into the bone to track micromotion, which can cause mechanical properties issues of the bone and can create
fixation issues of the stem to the bone, similar to that of both Gortchacow et al., 2010 and Camine et al., 2017 studies. Race et al., 2009 required complete geometrical change to the specimen.

Another common way micromotion is measured is through the use of finite element (FE) computation. This includes the process of segmenting CT scans to develop 3D models of the femur, aligning the femoral stem to the femur by following the surgical procedure computationally, and applying loads and boundary conditions to the stem and femur to induce micromotion (Andreaus et al., 2009; Russell et al., 2016). Although the FE methodology is consistent in predicting micromotion, it requires the need for a physical testing setup to provide validation of the models.

All of these different testing setups show different ways to both induce and measure micromotion, however the largest downfall to all of these studies is the need to alter the specimen or disturb the fixation of the stem to the bone to measure the micromotion. An accurate measurement of the micromotion between the stem and the femur as a whole will need to be done without causing any changes to the physical properties or fixation of the stem and bone. Another limitation of the previous studies is the focus on simple loading conditions, where the loading condition is only applied in one degree of freedom, such as an axial or torsional load (Gortchacow et al., 2010, Small et al., 2017). There has been very little research done around the use of loading conditions derived from activities of daily living, which may show larger amounts of micromotion comparative to simple one degree of freedom loading conditions.
Chapter Three: Literature Review – Statistical Shape Modeling of the Knee

3.1 Overview of Statistical Shape Modeling

Statistical Shape Modeling (SSM) is the process of using mathematics, statistics, and computation to parse the shape or bone into a representation that can be utilized in future testing of biologically relevant hypotheses. SSMs can be used to predict whether a specific bone can classify a group of a species, skeletal development due to gene mutation, shape changes in brain structure, the extent of bone deformation, and more (Goparaju et al., 2022). Many different clinical applications come from SSMs as well.

SSMs can be used as an approach to aid in the reconstruction of shapes from measurement data such as CT or MRI (Tack et al., 2018). They are also used in the process of shape analysis, for example, to help identify specific subgroups within the population to help create treatment planning (Bruse et al., 2017). In addition, SSMs are largely used in product design and selection, for digital design, the position of the tibial component in a total knee arthroplasty, and more (Galloway et al., 2013). More specifically, SSMs are strong tools to be used in the quantification of morphological variations and consideration of patient variability (Sintini et al., 2018). SSMs, generally, are generated by registering a set of geometries to a main template of that specific bone and then applying a principal component analysis (PCA) to the registered data to develop modes of variation within the data set (Fig. 3.1) (Sintini et al., 2018).
The first step is developing 3D models of the bone by segmenting the CT scans of each of the bones. Next, the registration is generally done in two parts, with the first part being a rigid-body alignment and then a second non-rigid iterative closest point. Then a PCA is applied to the registered subjects to create the SSM. This will allow for the computation of anatomical measurements across the data set (Fitzpatrick et al., 2011; Sintini et al., 2018).

3.2 Previous Literature on Individual Bone and Joint Statistical Shape Modeling

The knee joint is a common SSM that is developed and studied, and this joint will be the focus of the literature review as it pertains most to the SSM study conducted in this thesis. One of the most frequent forms of statistical shape modeling is the development of a single bone model, such as just the femur or tibia. Many previous kinds of literature have developed individual bone SSMs to study morphological variations, patient variability, and more. Within the knee joint, it is generally seen that both the femur and
tibia are developed into their respective individual SSMs and are studied separately or together. One study developed individual SSMs for the tibia and femur in order to compare relevant shapes of the tibia and femur for patients with and without anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) injuries (Fig 3.2). Within this publication, the authors analyzed the effects of ACL injuries on each of the bones individually, specifically performing a shape analysis on both the tibia and femur separately (Pedoia et al., 2015).

Figure 3.2 Depiction of the comparison of displacements of vertices between ACL injured subjects and healthy subjects (Pedoia et al., 2015).

Another study developed SSMs for the tibia and femur individually but reviewed the results together in order to discuss the differences in the full knee shape between women and men. Specifically, this study took into account the differences between the shape changes of the tibia and femur between the two genders and developed a scoring system to compare the changes per mode for both bones (Wise et al., 2016). Another study utilized individual SSMs for the tibia and femur to develop a new approach for
subject-specific knee shape reconstruction between multiple asynchronous fluoroscopy images from different x-ray views using a CT-based SSM. (Fig 3.4). They were directly comparing the errors between each of the fluoroscopy views to the CT-based SSM for both the tibia and femur individually and finding an overall error between the two bones for each instance of imaging (Lu et al., 2021).

![Illustration showing the different views of the fluoroscopy images](image)

**Figure 3.3 Illustration showing the different views of the fluoroscopy images that were used to develop 3D models to compare to the CT-based SSM (Lu et al., 2021).**

The other form of statical shape modeling of the knee is to develop a full joint SSM. This is where the tibia and femur, and occasionally the patella or fibula depending on study objectives, are modeled as one whole geometry. One study developed a model of the knee joint that included the proximal tibia and distal femur to study and predict knee joint instability (Fig 3.5). This study was looking at the change in specific angles and slopes of the shape geometry of the SSM such as the hip-knee-ankle angle, femoral varus-valgus, tibial slope, and others to help with the prediction of instability within the knee joint (Cerveri et al., 2020).
The knee is also modeled with other bones such as the patella to study the variability in alignment, as well as shape variability (Fig 3.5). Using the patella as part of the model helps with studying the changes in contact patches and anatomy of the tibial-femoral and patella-femoral articulation, and also, analyzing the kinematics within those specific contact areas (Rao et al., 2013; Smoger et al., 2015).
Full SSMs are also used to compare the kinematics of daily movement with biomechanical features of shape variation within the joint or limb, specifically through the use of a full lower limb that includes the pelvis, femur, and fibula and, depending on the study, will also include the patella. One study utilized a full lower limb SSM to quantify the relationship between features on the SSM to model-derived kinematics. This study specifically used the SSM to predict and create the geometry of the lower limb and used the model to derive kinematics for various daily living activities (Roeck et al., 2021). Another study used a lower limb SSM to develop an articulated shape model to show muscle attachment regions (Fig 3.6) (Zhang et al., 2016).

![Figure 3.6 Changes in the first three modes of a full lower limb SSM (Zhang et al., 2013).](image)

Although both types of SSMs are used for the knee joint or lower limb for similar objectives such as shape variability and kinematic comparisons, little work has been done to quantify the differences between the two models to determine which type of model is more accurate in developing SSMs. One study created an individual femur SSM and a combined tibiofemoral to compare femur cartilage reconstruction between explicit and...
implicit modeling of the cartilage (Van Dijck et al., 2020). However, this study was only looking at the comparison between these two models in small areas, specifically the articulation surfaces on the tibia and femur. The study concluded that there was not a difference between the two models within the average cartilage areas. This study does provide some insight into the comparison between individual and joint SSMs, however, it is not enough evidence to determine which model is more accurate in the development of an SSM.
Chapter Four: Activities of Daily Living in Revision Total Hip Femoral Stem

Micromotion

4.1 Introduction

Total hip arthroplasty (THA) is a common orthopedic joint reconstruction procedure performed in the United States with annual procedures predicted to increase from 498,000 in 2020 to 1,429,000 in 2040 (Singh et al., 2019). Despite THA being a widely used and successful procedure, component failure and revision still occur, mostly as a result of infection, dislocation, osteolysis, or loosening (Gwam et al., 2017). Cementless femoral fixation has become an increasingly more popular method used by surgeons in revision THAs. However, the most common failure in revision THA for the femoral component was mechanical loosening (Gwam et al., 2015). Initial stability of the implant-bone interface is required for cementless stem long-term success (Mjöberg 1994).

The main clinical focus behind micromotion studies is to assess the initial stability of the femoral stem after implantation. Bone-implant interface micromotions immediately after implantation are significantly related to the failure of cementless total hip arthroplasty (Gortchacow et al., 2011). This is especially important in revision THA procedures where mechanical loosening is seen in 16.8% of revision THA procedures with 22.5% of the mechanical loosening occurring at the femoral component (Gwam et al., 2017).
Femoral stem micromotion in THA has been studied in numerous different ways. The most common way during early testing was using electrical linearly variable displacement transducers (LVDT) to measure micromotion at specific points between the implant and cement interface or between the implant and bone interface for cementless femoral stems (Burke et al., 1991). This process was a successful way of determining micromotion, however, it was reliant on the consistent placement of the LVDT for comparisons between specimens. A more recent type of experimental setup consists of manually press fitting small metal beads into the femoral stem and into the femoral canal, then placing the femur and implant into a fixture setup to apply force on the stem while the fixture setup is in a CT scan to track movement of the beads to one another (Gortchacow et al., 2010). The limitation of this type of study comes from the metallic artifacts during scanning, which could cause issues in the registration process between CT scans, as well as issues in displacement measurements between the markers. Recently the most common studies consisted of the use of Digital Image Correlation (DIC) cameras which allow for studies to visualize micromotion in real-time without the need for CT scans or physical sensors attached to the stem or bone. The femur with femoral stem implanted are put into testing setups to apply load to the stem with DIC stickers or black-and-white speckle pattern applied to the stem and bone for the DIC camera system to track micromotions (Small et al., 2017). Most of these studies have altered the bone in order to track micromotions of the stem distally, such as drilling out a window to view the movement of the stem, however, this causes mechanical changes to the stability of the stem relative to the bone.
One of the largest limitations of the previous revision femoral stem micromotion studies is the focus on simple loading conditions, where cyclic loading conditions are applied to the stem in only one degree of freedom, such as an SI load. Most studies have not looked at the comparison between simple loading conditions and the loading conditions from activities of daily living. The objective of this study was to compare micromotion between simple loading conditions to dynamic gait and stair descent loading on both modular and nonmodular revision THA femoral stems. It was hypothesized that there would be larger amounts of micromotion in the gait and stair descent loading conditions when compared to the simple loading conditions.

4.2 Methods

Specimen Preparation

Six matched pairs of fresh-frozen right and left cadaveric human femurs (12 total) were tested in this experiment, with specimen demographics shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen #</th>
<th>Specimen ID</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Height (in)</th>
<th>Weight (lbs)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>L210430</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>L210435</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>L210443</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>S210681</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>S211705</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>S211834</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>207</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The femurs were resected 175mm distally from the center of the femoral head to accommodate implantation of 140mm revision femoral stems. Using a plumb line, the femoral heads were aligned directly above the center of a cylindrical fixture and the distal femoral shaft at the bottom-center of the fixture, then cemented in place using fast-setting epoxy. A fiducial marker with a 3-mm hemispherical indentation was screwed into the
greater trochanter to aid in registration. The femur assemblies were scanned with a white-light scanner (Artec Space Spider, Artec3D, Santa Clara, CA), including the native bone, fixture, fiducial maker, and a triad of hemispherical indentions on the fixture used for registration of the scan with kinematics measured during testing. All specimens underwent preoperative CT scans and 3D models for each femur were created using ScanIP (Synopsys, Mountain View, CA).

Each femur was implanted with a cementless revision femoral stem. For matched pairs of femurs, the first side was implanted with a modular RECLAIM® stem (DePuy Synthes, Warsaw, IN) and the contralateral side was implanted with a non-modular RECLAIM® stem (DePuy Synthes, Warsaw, IN). The implantation process consisted of first resecting the femoral head, then broaching for a properly-sized primary stem (ACTUS®, DePuy Synthes, Warsaw, IN) in order to create a cavity in the femur typical for revision THA. The femur was then reamed for a revision stem and the implant was impacted into the femoral cavity.

A 6 degree of freedom load cell (Kistler Instrument Corp, Novi, MI) was mounted beneath the fixtured femur to measure loading during reaming and impaction. Data from the load cell was recorded at a sampling rate of 10kHz with a custom LabView script (National Instruments, Austin, TX). Simultaneously, a motion capture system (Optotrak Certus™, NDI, Ontario, Canada) was used to track rigid arrays of infrared emitting diodes (IREDs) attached to the reaming drill and implant impactors, and the femoral bone fixture. To register the instrument geometry, specimen, and load cell to the kinematic tracking arrays, multiple circular target stickers were placed on the surfaces of the drill and impactor. Likewise, 3-mm hemispherical indentions were machined on the surfaces
of the fixturing and load cell. The instruments, fixtures, and specimen were scanned with an optical scanner to develop 3D models of the parts and to digitize the 3D coordinates of the target stickers and indentations. During testing, a digitizing probe was used to identify these same landmarks relative to their respective optical tracking arrays. A singular value decomposition (SVD) algorithm was used to align the digitized points on the solid models to those recorded during the physical experiment. The proximal femoral geometry was re-scanned after reaming to digitize the calcar resection geometry.

**Micromotion Testing**

In preparation for micromotion testing, ten 0.8mm diameter DIC target stickers were placed along the exposed proximal portion of the femoral stem. Another ten DIC stickers were placed on the proximal portion of the femur along the calcar resection. The specimens were then optically scanned a final time with the DIC stickers applied to record the implanted stem orientation and target sticker position (Figure 4.1).
Each implanted specimen was placed into the VIVO simulator (AMTI, Waterton, MA). Custom-developed acetabular fixturing incorporated a PINNACLE ® Acetabular Cup (Size 52mm) with an ALTRX® Liner (32mm inner diameter, DePuy Synthes, Warsaw, IN) oriented 180° to the stage of the VIVO, to allow for load application to the stem via the femoral head (Figure 4.2). Each specimen used the same DePuy Synthes Standard Metal Femoral Head (Size 32, DePuy Synthes, Warsaw, IN).
Figure 4.2 Micromotion testing fixture setup in the AMTI VIVO.

Specimen were loaded with a sequence of loading conditions applied to the femoral head via the acetabular fixture:

- Pre-conditioned with a 200N sinusoidal superior-inferior (SI) force at 0.5Hz for 200 cycles.
- Trapezoidal load in the anterior-posterior (AP) direction, with magnitudes of ±50N, ±100N, and ±150N, coupled with a constant medial load of 25N
and inferior load of 100N to ensure the head was seated in the acetabular liner (Figure 4.3).

- Trapezoidal load in the inferior direction ranging from 100N to either 400N, 900N, 1300N, or 1700N, with a constant medial load of 25N (Figure 4.3).

- Gait and Stair Descent loads from the Orthoload Database at 50% and 100% of the loads for a 75kg subject (Figure 4.4).

Figure 4.3 Trapezoidal loading conditions for AP (left) and SI (right).

Figure 4.4 Loading conditions for Gait (left) and Stair Descent (right) at 100%.
All loading conditions were applied for 5 cycles at 0.1Hz (Figures 4.3 and 4.4). The last two cycles of each loading condition were recorded using a GOM Aramis (GOM, Braunschweig, DE) DIC camera system to track the coordinates of the target stickers on the bone implant interface at 20Hz.

**Post-Processing – Implantation Loading**

The segmented 3D models of the femurs from the CT scans were registered to the bony geometries from each of the optical scans. A Femoral Local Coordinate System (LCS) was created using the epicondylar axis and an axis along the proximal portion of the femoral shaft from the femoral anatomy, with the SI axis (z-axis) of the coordinate system along the femoral shaft axis and rotationally aligned with the x-axis along the epicondylar axis. The load cell LCS and the solid models of the reaming and impaction devices were transformed into the femoral LCS during each step of the surgical process using the optical tracking data from the Optotrack. The reamer torque during each reaming sequence was calculated as the dot product of the moment vector recorded by the load cell and the axis of the reamer calculated from the drill solid model. The maximum torque for the final reaming for each specimen was determined and was designated to two different groups for each implant type. A paired sample t-test was conducted to determine the p-value between the two different implants for the reaming torques.

To analyze the impaction data, a peak detection algorithm was used to identify the start and end of each mallet strike and the peak force during the strike. Femur advancement with each mallet strike was calculated by transforming the most distal point on the impaction handle (where it attaches to the implant) into the femoral LCS and calculating the change in SI position before and after each strike. The final impaction
force was determined by finding the last time a mallet strike advanced the stem into the bone and recording the force during this impaction event was designated to two different groups for each implant type. A paired sample t-test was conducted to determine the p-value between the two different implants for the impaction forces.

**Post-Processing – Implant Micromotion**

Computer Aided Design (CAD) models of stem geometry were oriented with the origin at the most proximal end of the stem and the stem axis aligned in the SI axis. The implanted stem geometry and femoral bony anatomy reconstructed from the optical scans captured during the experiment was then aligned to the CAD models using an iterative closest point algorithm on the common surfaces (Artec3D, Santa Clara, CA) to establish a neutral unloaded orientation between the femur bone and stem. 3D coordinates of the target stickers on the stem and bone were extracted in the implant coordinate system from the aligned optical scans.

To calculate the implant micromotion, the 3D position of the implant and bone DIC targets for each frame of each loading condition recorded by the DIC cameras were analyzed. An initial transformation was calculated to align the stem DIC targets to the stem CAD geometry in the implant coordinate system (TM\text{DIC to Implant}) using singular value decomposition (SVD). This transformation was applied to both the stem and bone DIC target coordinates. A subsequent SVD was then performed to calculate the transformation between bone DIC targets in the neutral unloaded pose and in the loaded pose for each frame (TM\text{BoneUnloaded-to-BoneLoaded}) (Figure 4.5). Grood & Suntay kinematics were calculated from the TM\text{BoneUnloaded-to-BoneLoaded} to decompose the directions of the relative micromotion between the stem and bone into an anatomic description (Grood and
Suntay, 1983). The kinematics were assembled into two groups per loading condition, one for each type of implant, and the mean and standard deviation for each kinematic per different loading condition was calculated individually for the modular and non-modular stem. Two-way analyses of variance (ANOVA) with Tukey’s post-hoc tests were conducted to determine statistically significant differences in micromotion between implant types and loading conditions for the kinematics (p<0.05).

Figure 4.5 Flowchart of TMs to determine the final TM (TMBoneUnloaded-to-BoneLoaded) to determine Grood & Suntay kinematics of micromotion.
To estimate interface micromotions, the $\text{TM}_{\text{BoneUnloaded-to-BoneLoaded}}$ was applied to a dense regional mesh of the stem geometry localized to the stem-bone interface within 15mm of the calcar resection. Although femoral fixation of THA revision femoral stems occurs more distally in the femoral diaphyseal, this would have required creating windows in the shaft of the femurs that may have caused structural changes to the bone and thus influenced the micromotions seen. This proximal area of bone-implant interface was chosen as it was the closest area in which bony ingrowth would occur to the line-of-sight measurement area of the DIC. Micromotion was calculated for each node in the stem mesh in this proximal area by finding the displacement relative to the closest node on the femoral bony mesh through the cycle. The maximum micromotion was computed by calculating the maximum difference between the micromotion at any two time points during the cycle for each node. Cumulative displacement (integral of displacement over time) for each node during the different loading conditions were also calculated. Histograms of the bony interface area experiencing different levels of micromotion were calculated by binning the number of nodes that experienced increasing relative micromotion of 25 to 50μm bins, then normalized by the total number of nodes included in the interface mesh. The micromotion distributions were combined across specimens for each implant type to determine the mean and standard deviation of the percentage of nodes experiencing each magnitude of micromotion for each of the loading conditions.

The maximum torques and impactions were compared to the maximum micromotion for each of the specimen to determine if correlations existed. Micromotion from the 100% Gait loading conditions were used since micromotions were typically
largest during this test. The maximum impaction forces and maximum micromotion from 100% Gait loading were also compared to the sizes of each of the implants.

4.3 Results

The peak torque during the final reaming averaged 9.1Nm, with a range of 3.2 to 13.7Nm for the modular stem. The non-modular stem had an average of 11.9Nm, with a range of 8.9 to 15.9Nm (Figure 4.6).

Figure 4.6 Maximum reaming torque found for the last reaming performed on each specimen.

The non-modular stems consistently required larger reaming torques when compared to the modular stem on the contralateral side. The paired sample t-test determined that the two implants had statistically different torques with a p-value of 0.0235 (p<0.05).
The final impaction force averaged 2784N, with a range of 1770N to 4610N for the modular stem. The non-modular stem had an average of 4378N, with a range of 1960N to 6400N (Figure 4.7).

![Maximum Force of Final Impaction](image)

Figure 4.7 Maximum impaction force found for the last impaction performed that showed stem displacement on each specimen.

Similar to reaming torques, the non-modular stems had larger impaction forces compared to modular stems on the contralateral side, with the exception of Specimen 1. The paired sample t-test determined that the two implants had statistically different torques with a p-value of 0.0135 (p<0.05). The list of specimens with the corresponding implant type and size are shown in Table 4.2.
### Table 4.2 Specimen List with Implant Type and Sizing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen #</th>
<th>Specimen Number</th>
<th>Implant Type</th>
<th>Implant Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-Left</td>
<td>L210430L</td>
<td>Modular</td>
<td>17 w/ 20x85 Proximal Body</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-Right</td>
<td>L210430R</td>
<td>Non-modular</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-Left</td>
<td>L210435L</td>
<td>Modular</td>
<td>18 w/ 24x95 Proximal Body</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-Right</td>
<td>L210435R</td>
<td>Non-modular</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-Left</td>
<td>L210443L</td>
<td>Non-modular</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-Right</td>
<td>L210443R</td>
<td>Modular</td>
<td>16 w/ 20x85 Proximal Body</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-Left</td>
<td>S210681L</td>
<td>Non-modular</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-Right</td>
<td>S210681R</td>
<td>Modular</td>
<td>15 w/ 24x95 Proximal Body</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-Left</td>
<td>S211705L</td>
<td>Modular</td>
<td>15 w/ 20x85 Proximal Body</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-Right</td>
<td>S211705R</td>
<td>Non-modular</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-Left</td>
<td>S211834L</td>
<td>Modular</td>
<td>14 w/ 20x85 Proximal Body</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-Right</td>
<td>S211834R</td>
<td>Non-modular</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Generally, the modular stem experienced equivalent or slightly larger movements compared to the non-modular stem, however, these differences were small and not statistically significant. For the simple AP loading, the mean difference in rotations was less than 0.05° and less than 0.05mm for translations (Figure 4.8). For the trapezoidal SI loading, the differences in rotations and translations were less than 0.04° and 0.05mm, respectively (Figure 4.9). During Gait, differences between modular and nonmodular stem were less than 0.1° for rotations and 0.03mm for translations (Figure 4.10). Stair Descent yielded similar results, with differences between modular and non-modular stems of 0.03° and 0.06mm, for rotations and translations respectively (Figure 4.11).
Figure 4.8 Kinematics for Trapezoidal AP loading, for increasing load of 50N, 100N, and 150N.

Figure 4.9 Kinematics for Trapezoidal SI loading, for increasing load of 400N, 900N, 1300N, and 1700N.
Figure 4.10 Kinematics for Gait loading conditions of 50% and 100%.

Figure 4.11 Kinematics for Stair Descent loading conditions of 50% and 100%.
As the amount of force applied in the simple AP and SI loading conditions increased, the amount of stem movement increased proportionally. The simple AP load applied to the femoral head created an I-E torque about the stem axis, which caused the dominant implant rotations to be about the I-E and F-E axes (Figure 4.8). Simple SI loading caused primarily adduction rotation and medial translation of the stem (Figure 4.9), which was the same dominant stem movement during gait and stair descent (Figures 4.10 and 4.11). The rotations and translations were higher in the activities of daily living than in the simple loading conditions. Specifically, the Ad-Ab rotations during the simple 150N AP loading was 0.05° and 0.10° for the modular and non-modular stems (Figure 4.8), and during the simple 1700N SI loading the Ad-Ab rotations were 0.35° and 0.28° (Figure 4.9). In contrast, Ad-Ab rotations during 100% Gait were greater than 0.60° for both stems designs (Figure 4.10), and for 100% Stair Descent were 0.38° and 0.32° for modular and non-modular stems, respectively (Figure 4.11). Similarly, M-L translations ranged from 0.1mm to 0.5mm during 150N AP loading (Figure 4.8), from 0.15mm to 0.2mm during 1700N SI loading (Figure 4.9), over 0.2mm for 100% Stair Descent (Figure 4.11), and nearly 0.4mm during 100% Gait (Figure 4.10). Similar changes were seen in the other kinematics, but were not as notable as abduction/adduction and medial/lateral translations.

The ANOVA conducted on the abduction/adduction and medial/lateral stem kinematics confirmed that the loading condition was the dominant factor in stem micromotions (p<0.01). No differences were observed between implant types (p=0.446). The Tukey’s post-hoc showed that stem movement during 100% Gait was significantly
higher than the simple loading conditions (p<0.05), and similarly 100% Stair Descent was statistically greater from all loading conditions except 1300N and 1700N simple SI loads.

The distribution of micromotions across the stem-bone interface surfaces showed that the modular stem experienced higher micromotions than the non-modular stem (Figure 4.12). Specifically for the simple AP and SI loading, the modular stem had regions of the surface experiencing the highest micromotions, where the non-modular stem did not. Conversely, the non-modular stem had higher percentages of nodes in the lower ranges of micromotion compared to the modular stem (Figures 4.13, 4.14, 4.15, and 4.16). This same result was observed for Gait and Stair Descent, where the modular stem consistently had larger amounts of micromotion when compared to the non-modular stem (Figures 4.17 and 4.18). The surface micromotions during gait and stair descent produced larger amounts of micromotion compared to the simple AP and SI loading conditions. Specifically, during 150N AP loading, 42.5% of the surface experienced micromotions greater than 150μm for the modular stem and 10.2% for the non-modular stem (Figure 4.13 and 4.14). During 100% Gait, 96.3% of the surface experienced greater than 150μm for the modular stem, and 90.9% for the non-modular stem (Figure 4.17). During 100% Stair Descent, the 66.7% of the modular stem and 66.3% the non-modular stem had experienced greater that 150μm of micromotions (Figure 4.18).
Figure 4.12 Visual comparison of changes in max micromotion at the bone-implant interface.
Figure 4.13 Bone-implant interface micromotion for simple Trapezoidal AP Loading for 50N and 100N.
Figure 4.14 Bone-implant interface micromotion for simple Trapezoidal AP Loading for 50N and 100N.
Figure 4.15 Bone-implant interface micromotion for simple Trapezoidal SI Loading for 400N and 900N.
Figure 4.16 Bone-implant interface micromotion for simple Trapezoidal SI Loading for 1300N and 1700N.
Figure 4.17 Bone-implant interface micromotion for Gait Loading conditions.
Figure 4.18 Bone-implant interface micromotion for Stair Descent Loading conditions.
No correlations were observed between the maximum reaming torque and the maximum micromotion, with an $R^2$ of 0.025 (Figure 4.19). Likewise, no relationship was observed between the maximum impaction force and the maximum micromotion with an $R^2$ of 0.021 (Figure 4.20).

Figure 4.19 Comparison between the final reaming torque and the maximum micromotion seen at the bone-implant interface, with coefficient of determination ($R^2$).
Figure 4.20 Comparison between the final impaction force and the maximum micromotion seen at the bone-implant interface, with coefficient of determination ($R^2$).

No correlations were observed between the size of the femoral stems and the maximum impaction forces, with an $R^2$ of 0.023 (Figure 4.21). Similarly, there was little to no relationship between the size of the stems and the maximum micromotion seen with an $R^2$ of 0.179 (Figure 4.22).
Figure 4.21 Comparison between the size of femoral stem and the final impaction force, with coefficient of determination ($R^2$).

Figure 4.22 Comparison between the size of femoral stem and the maximum micromotion seen at the bone-implant interface, with coefficient of determination ($R^2$).
4.4 Discussion

The initial stability of cementless revision femoral stems is essential for the long-term success of revision THAs. Small amounts of micromotion are needed for osseointegration of the implant (Jasty et al., 1997). Many studies have looked at femoral stem micromotion, but have focused on simple loading conditions, instead of loading conditions from activities of daily living. These previous studies have focused on bone-implant interface micromotion instead of kinematics of the bone-stem movement. Due to these differences, comparison of micromotion magnitudes with other studies are difficult. Additionally, majority of studies focus on primary THA femoral stem fixation instead of revision femoral stems. One study found mean micromotion range from 37.4μm to 119.9μm for axial and torsional loading conditions respectively for the bone-implant interface (Camine et al., 2018), whereas another study found micromotions up to 91μm and 438μm (Small et al., 2017). Due to differences in experimental methodology and variation in loading conditions between previous literature, some comparisons can be made for the bone-implant interface micromotion, however, the greatest conclusions for revision THA femoral stem stability investigations are from within an individual study instead of interstudy comparisons. Primary THA femoral stems have higher rates of fixation proximally, whereas revision stems achieve better fixation distally in the diaphysis (Kwong et al., 2003). This study created bony voids in the femur before implantation to simulate a revision femoral stem procedure and to allow for more diaphyseal fixation distally in the femur.
Gait and Stair Descent loading conditions generated larger stem-bone movement when compared to the simple loading conditions, especially in abduction/adduction and medial/lateral translations. The ANOVA and Tukey’s post-hoc tests show statistically significant differences in the loading conditions of the Gait and Stair Descent compared to the simple loads. This can be attributed to the activities of daily living loading conditions consisting of multiple dynamic loading conditions in AP, ML, and SI, versus the simple loading conditions of one trapezoidal loading condition applied to the femoral stem. These statistical tests showed that there was no statistically significant difference between the type of implant (modular and non-modular).

The bone-implant interface micromotion showed smaller amounts of micromotion in the simple loading conditions of the AP and SI loading when compared to Gait and Stair descent. It can specifically be seen that the maximum amount of micromotion reached by any node along the interface for the simple loading conditions was up to 600μm, but were centered near the 150μm area (Figures 4.13, 4.14, 4.15, and 4.16). Gait and stair descent reached micromotions upwards of 800μm, with an average closer to 300μm (Figures 4.17 and 4.18). These results help confirm the hypothesis that realistic loading conditions will cause larger amounts of micromotion when compared to that of simple loading conditions. Previous studies have focused on bone-implant interface micromotion instead of kinematics of the stem-bone movement. Small et al measured micromotion up to 438μm for a non-modular stem along the proximal portion of the bone-implant interface under an axial load of 1675N and an axial torque of 20Nm (Small et al., 2017). This can be compared similarly to the results of the 1700N SI load in...
the current study that produced micromotions up to 300µm for the non-modular stem and up to 600µm for the modular stem (Figures 4.15 and 4.16). Ong et al compared short versus long stem femoral implants and found micromotions up to 112µm for 45% Gait loading and up to 727µm for Stair Climbing (Ong et al., 2009). This study resulted in micromotions up to 300µm for non-modular and up to 700µm for modular stems during 50% Gait loading (Figure 4.17). For stair descent, the non-modular stem experienced up to 350µm of micromotion and modular experienced up to 750µm (Figure 4.18). Although these studies show similar magnitudes in micromotions, these studies were performed on primary THA femoral stems versus revision femoral stems. The previous studies support that micromotions are greater in activities of daily living versus simplified loading conditions.

In this study, the stem-bone movement was measured on exposed surfaces in the line-of-sight of the DIC camera system where no bony on-growth will ever occur. We necessarily assume that stem-bone interface micromotions are proportional to the observed micromotion at the exposed surfaces. Measurement of micromotion near the femoral diaphysis, where fixation of revision stems would typically occur, would have required creating a window on the distal portion of the femur to view the movement of the stem distally and caused structural damage to the bone that could influence this fixation. Continued work for this study includes verification of Finite Element (FE) models of the bone-implant constructs in this experiment to predict interface micromotions and determine correlations between DIC and FE measures. More specifically, the finite element models will be used to analyze differences in micromotion
measured proximally to those predicted to occur distally where primary fixation with the diaphyseal bone is expected. Magnitudes of micromotion may differ between the experimental and computational methods, but the use of the combined methods are necessary to gain a better understanding of the micromotion seen of the femoral stem relative to the femur.

This study had some limitations in the methodology. This study does not account of time-dependent bone remodeling, and thus is a representation of an initial postoperative femur. Additionally, the loading conditions were based upon an averaged 75kg specimen tested from Orthoload. Patient’s weight varies greatly in clinical practice, and thus the loading conditions would be different for other patients, thus the results may be larger than individuals who have smaller weights, especially for the smaller implant sizes tested. Vice versa, the amount of micromotion may increase for patients with a larger weight. Future work should consider scaling the loading conditions based upon bone size or specimen weight.

The findings of this study suggest that micromotion studies for cementless revision femoral stems need to include loading conditions from activities of daily living in order to accurately calculate the amount of initial micromotion and stability of the stem. The results showed that the activities of daily living caused larger amounts of micromotion than the simple loading conditions did. The use of simple loading conditions may be used to compare the micromotions between two or more designs, but future studies should include activities of daily living loading conditions, not just limited
to Gait and Stair Descent, to accurately determine femoral stem micromotion for the safety of a single design.
Chapter Five: Accuracy Tradeoffs between Individual and Joint-Level Statistical Shape Models of Knee Morphology

5.1 Introduction

Anatomic variation is an important consideration when assessing pathology, planning surgical interventions, and designing orthopaedic implants and devices. Statistical shape models (SSM) are commonly used to quantify variation in the anatomy of the bone and soft tissue structures (Goparaju et al., 2022, Taylor et al., 2013). SSM models have also been used to characterize variability in the population (Mahfouz et al., 2012) and to support implant sizing (Dai et al., 2014, Fitzpatrick et al., 2011). SSMs are able to build virtual populations, that can then support product design and evaluation, for example, Galloway et al. generated virtual subjects considering shape, material property and joint load variation (Galloway et al., 2013). Workflows to create personalized instances have also been used to support surgical planning (Bruse et al., 2017) and biomechanical modeling (De Roeck et al., 2021). Early SSMs quantified variation in an individual bone, including femur models to assess shape variability in patients with hip dysplasia (Gaffney et al., 2019). Individual bone SSMs have also included the modeling of the pelvis to develop automatic CT data segmentation (Seim et al., 2008) and modeling of the humerus to investigate the differences ethnicity and gender have on the morphology of the bone (Sintini et al., 2018). This work focuses on the knee joint, specifically on the femur and tibia. Pedroia et al., 2015 developed a statistical shape model
of the femur and tibia from MR and investigated differences between have looked at modeling each bone within the knee individually and analyzed shape differences specifically to each bone (Pedoia et al., 2015). Other studies have developed individual bone SSMs of the knee and analyzed the correlation in changes of the shapes to one another (Wise et al., 2016). Recent efforts have grown to capture variation in multiple structures of a joint, including the bony anatomy and soft tissue structures (e.g. cartilage, and ligament attachments). Some studies have developed the SSM around the knee joint to specifically look at shape variations of the joint as a whole (Cerveri et al., 2020) or to analyze changes in contact areas of the joint (Rao et al., 2013). However, there are virtually no studies that compare the accuracy between individual and joint level SSMs.

Accuracy of SSMs has often been assessed by quantifying how much variation is captured in a specified number of early modes, errors computed in a leave-one-out evaluation, and a parallel analysis to assess potential noises (Horn, 1965). Recently, Audenaert et al., 2019, recommended evaluations of accuracy, compactness, generalization, and specificity. The accuracy measure was used to analyze how well bony models or subjects are captured with different amounts of variation within the model. Compactness was determined by the cumulative explained variance in the model. The generalization measure was a leave-one-out analysis, that was used to quantify the ability of the SSM model to represent new shape instances. Lastly, specificity measured the realistic ability of the SSM to develop new random shape instances (Audenaert et al., 2019).
The objective of this study was to assess tradeoffs in accuracy between SSMs describing an individual bone and SSMs of the knee joint versus SSMs of the femur or tibia individually. Specifically, to perform this evaluation, SSMs were developed for matched pairs of femurs and tibias and evaluations compared the predictive ability of joint-level and individual bone models, utilizing the measures outlined by Audenaert et al., 2019. The secondary objective of this study was to repeat these measures with the same SSMs that have had the meshes decimated by 50%. This study hypothesized that individual bone models will produce more accurate results due to these measures. This study also hypothesized that the full mesh would result in higher accuracy than the 50% decimated mesh according to these measures.

5.2 Methods

Preoperative CT scans containing the distal femur and proximal tibia were segmented into 3D models for 179 TKA patients (108 female and 71 male, 115 Caucasian and 64 Asian) with osteoarthritis prior to undergoing a total knee arthroplasty (TKA) procedure (Table 5.1).

Table 5.1 Demographic information on the training set.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ethnicity</th>
<th>Female</th>
<th>Male</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Caucasian</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chinese</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japanese</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Ethnicities</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>179</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Data was deidentified for use in this study and classified as exempt by the DU institutional review board. An anatomical coordinate system was established for an average-sized bone geometry, which served as the template. The data set was duplicated, with one staying at full mesh density and the other set was decimated by 50%. The full mesh femur had 49767 nodes with an average edge length of 0.83mm and tibia had 20296 nodes with a edge length of 0.95mm. The 50% decimated mesh for the femur had 24884 nodes with an average edge length of 1.26 mm and the tibia had 10149 nodes with an edge length of 1.48 mm.

To establish correspondence, each bone was registered independently to the corresponding template using rigid iterative closest point (ICP) and non-rigid coherent point drift (CPD) techniques (Besl et al., 1985, Myronenko et al., 2010). Both methods iterate through each of the nodes in the template mesh of the bone and matches it to the closest node in the mesh for each training set subject. The ICP algorithm carried out a rigid body alignment, where the position and rotation of the instance was optimized to reduce the Euclidean or root mean square error summed for all of the nodes. To better capture shape variations between template and instance, the deformable CPD algorithm was employed, used the nonrigid low-rank method with a max number of 100 iterations and a tolerance of 1e-6. Next, principal component analysis was applied to the established register of nodal coordinates. SSMs were developed for the individual bone and the overall joint, resulting in three SSMs: Femur-only, Tibia-only, and Joint-level (femur and tibia).
The emphasis of this study is on evaluating differences between the individual and joint-level SSMs, and the following measures were assessed: compactness, accuracy, generalizability, and specificity (Audenaert et al., 2019).

The evaluation of Compactness used the percentage of variation explained by each of the modes as derived from the principal component analysis. The percentages were summed to represent cumulative variation and plotted against the number of modes. Compactness was computed and compared for Femur-only, Tibia-only, and Joint-level SSMs.

Accuracy, which evaluates the ability of the model to describe the training set, is computed as the average ± standard deviation for each member of the training set and evaluated for a specific number of PC modes included. A common approach is to employ the number of PC modes that correspond to characterizing 95% of the variation, noting this number of modes varies for the Tibia-only, Femur-only and Joint-level SSM. The specified number of modes were used to create a predicted instance and then error comparing the predicted and original geometry was computed. When all modes are included, the predicted instance will be identical to the original geometry and the error will be 0.

Generalization involves a leave-one-out analysis, which assesses the ability of the individual bone and Joint-level SSMs to represent an unseen subject. With each subject left out, an SSM was constructed based on the remaining subjects and principal component (PC) scores were computed to predict the geometry of the left-out subject using a specified number of modes. Errors were computed as the Euclidean distance.
between corresponding nodes of the SSM-predicted and actual geometries. Mean geometric errors for the subjects were captured in box plots for each SSM prediction and with the varying number of modes. Overlay plots were developed to highlight the differences for max and mean error subjects using the number of modes that correspond to 95% variation explained. These processes were repeated for Femur-only, Tibia-only, and Joint-level SSMs.

Specification was computed to predict the ability of the SSM to predict random new geometries, by conducting a PC analysis on the model and computing the standard deviations for each of the PC scores found. These standard deviations were randomized and applied to create a completely random subject instance. This randomized subject was iterated through all 179 subjects to find the closest original geometry to the random instance, by computing the RMSE for each node. The average error and standard deviation of the error between the randomized subject and the closest original geometry were computed. This was repeated a total of 1000 times. This process was repeated for the Femur-only, Tibia-only, and Joint-level SSMs.

To explore the sensitivity of these measures to mesh density, all of these measures were evaluated for SSMs based on the original mesh and with a 50% decimated mesh.

5.3 Results

The amount of variation described in the early modes differed between the individual bone and Joint-level SSMs, as computed from the Compactness measure (Figure 5.1).
In the Full Mesh evaluation, for the Femur-only SSM, 10 modes captured 95.1% of the geometric variation with mode 1 describing 75.4%, while for the Tibia-only SSM, 16 modes captured 95.2% of variation with mode 1 describing 71.7%. In the Joint-level SSM, 18 modes captured 95.2% of variation with mode 1 describing 73.5% shown in Table 5.2.
Table 5.2 Compactness results for each of the SSMs for both full mesh and 50% decimated mesh. Brackets denote results with modes corresponding to 95% variation explained.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># of Modes</th>
<th>Full Mesh (Percentage Explained)</th>
<th>50% Decimated Mesh (Percentage Explained)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Femur</td>
<td>Tibia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>75.43</td>
<td>71.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>85.09</td>
<td>80.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>87.81</td>
<td>83.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>89.85</td>
<td>85.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>91.31</td>
<td>87.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>[95.12]</td>
<td>92.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>95.84</td>
<td>93.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>96.88</td>
<td>[95.19]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>97.25</td>
<td>95.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>97.58</td>
<td>96.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>98.55</td>
<td>97.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>98.97</td>
<td>98.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>99.21</td>
<td>98.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>99.36</td>
<td>99.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>99.74</td>
<td>99.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>178</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

More modes were required in the joint-level model to capture the same amount of variation in an individual bone model. This finding was also observed for the 50% reduced mesh.

The first three modes of the SSMs for the Femur and Tibia are shown in Figure 5.2. In both bones, Mode 1 primarily described scaling. Mode 2 for the Femur described changes in condylar shape, particularly in medial-lateral width. Changes in Mode 2 for the Tibia corresponded to non-uniform scaling of the condyles, particularly in medial-
lateral and internal-external rotations, as well as changes at the tubercle. Mode 3 for the Femur captured medial-lateral rotation (posterior slope) and changes of the relative positioning of condyles and shaft. Mode 3 of the Tibia described changes at the tubercle, plateau, and shaft that creates a posterior overhang.

Figure 5.2 Visualization of first three modes of Femur and Tibia SSMs.
Accuracy resulted in plots showing the change in the error as more modes were included, which resulted in a decrease in the error as the number of modes increased for Femur-only and Tibia-only SSMs, as well as for the Joint-level SSM (Figure 5.3).

Figure 5.3 Plots of Accuracy comparison between individual bone SSMs and Joint level SSM for the Femur and Tibia.

Using the same number of modes, accuracy for the individual bone SSMs were consistently smaller than for the joint models, and this was observed for both the full mesh and the 50% decimated mesh (Table 5.3).
Table 5.3 Accuracy results for each of the SSMs for both full mesh and 50% decimated mesh. Brackets denote results with modes corresponding to 95% variation explained.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># of Modes</th>
<th>Full Mesh Error (mm)</th>
<th>50% Decimated Mesh Error (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Femur-only</td>
<td>Joint level (Femur)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>[1.08 ± 0.19]</td>
<td>1.18 ± 0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.99 ± 0.17</td>
<td>1.11 ± 0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.86 ± 0.14</td>
<td>0.98 ± 0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>0.80 ± 0.13</td>
<td>[0.92 ± 0.15]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.75 ± 0.12</td>
<td>0.88 ± 0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>0.0 ± 0.0</td>
<td>0.0 ± 0.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Generalization resulted in the box plots that showed the change in error based upon the iterated number of modes for the full mesh in Figure 5.4 and the 50% decimated mesh in Figure 5.5. The comparison between the two mesh sensitivities is also shown numerically in Table 5.4.
Figure 5.4 Plots of generalization measure for the full mesh that show the averages, standard deviations, and outliers for each SSM with increasing number of modes applied.
Figure 5.5 Plots of generalization measure for the 50% decimated mesh that show the averages, standard deviations, and outliers for each SSM with increasing number of modes applied.
Table 5.4 Generalization results for each of the SSMs for both full mesh and 50% decimated mesh. Brackets denote results with modes corresponding to 95% variation explained.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># of Modes</th>
<th>Full Mesh Error (mm)</th>
<th>50% Decimated Mesh Error (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Femur-only</td>
<td>Joint level (Femur)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.16 ± 0.21</td>
<td>1.27 ± 0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>1.09 ± 0.20</td>
<td>1.22 ± 0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.97 ± 0.18</td>
<td>1.11 ± 0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>0.93 ± 0.18</td>
<td>1.06 ± 0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.88 ± 0.17</td>
<td>1.03 ± 0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>177</td>
<td>0.52 ± 0.15</td>
<td>0.60 ± 0.16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This produced decreased errors as the number of modes increased for the individual SSMs and the Joint-level SSM. When the error is observed at the same number of modes, it is consistently lower for the Femur and Tibia only SSMs when compared to the Joint-level SSM, which was seen in both the full and 50% decimated meshes. Differences observed in overlays between the SSM-predicted and actual geometries were up to 10 mm for the Joint-level SSM and up to 6 mm for the individual SSMs and occurred in critical regions, including the posterior medial femoral condyles and tibial tubercle utilizing the number of modes to reach 95% variance explained for each SSM (Figure 5.6).
Figure 5.6 Overlay plots from generalization measure that highlight differences for max and mean error subjects using modes based on 95% variation explained.

Lastly, Specificity found the average error for the 1000 random subjects generated, which resulted in smaller errors for the individual bone models when predicting new, random geometries when compared to the Joint-level SSM (Table 5.5). This was observed in both the full mesh and 50% decimated mesh.

Table 5.5 Specificity error results for each of the SSMs for both full mesh and 50% decimated mesh.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bone</th>
<th>Full Mesh</th>
<th>50% Decimated Mesh</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Femur-only</td>
<td>2.21 ± 1.02</td>
<td>2.32 ± 0.980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joint-level (Femur)</td>
<td>2.42 ± 1.06</td>
<td>2.49 ± 1.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tibia-only</td>
<td>2.14 ± 0.918</td>
<td>2.19 ± 0.927</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joint-level (Tibia)</td>
<td>2.55 ± 1.16</td>
<td>2.53 ± 1.13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.4 Discussion

SSMs describe the variation in bony anatomy present in the training set; as SSMs move from individual bones to joints with multiple bones, the amount of data in the model increases and this influences the ability to accurately describe the anatomy. From
the compactness measure, it was seen that when comparing the Joint-level SSM to the individual SSMs, more modes were needed to describe a similar amount of variation, specifically to reach 95% variation explained (Table 5.2). Similar behavior was observed in the 50% decimated mesh. These observations were expected considering the large amount of data included in the Joint-level model. It was also determined that when comparing each of the SSMs from the decimated mesh to the full mesh, more modes were needed for the decimated mesh to describe a similar percentage of variation.

The Accuracy measure, describing the ability to represent subjects in the training set, decreased as more modes were included (Figure 5.3). The shape of the observed curves between the individual SSMs and the Joint-level SSMs were similar. However, the individual SSMs showed smaller errors for the same number of modes and more gradual slopes when compared to the Joint-level SSM. For the Femur, using the number of modes corresponding to 95% variation, accuracy was lower for the Joint-level model (0.92 mm) than for the Femur-only model (1.08 mm), but included 8 more modes of variation. For the Tibia, the accuracy was smaller for the Tibia-only SSM (0.91 mm) compared to the Joint-level SSM (1.30 mm) based on a more similar number of modes capturing 95% variation. When a consistent number of modes are included, accuracy for the individual bone SSMs always resulted in less error than the Joint-level SSM. Similarly, the 50% decimated mesh showed higher levels of error in the accuracy measure compared to the full mesh (Table 5.3).

The Generalization evaluation showed the individual bone models were more accurate in describing bone morphology than the Joint-level models (Figure 5.4 and 5.5).
Specifically, errors were smaller for the individual SSMs than for the Joint-level SSM at the corresponding number of modes. When looking at the modes corresponding to 95% variation, the Joint-level prediction of the Femur had an error of $1.06 \pm 0.20 \text{ mm}$ which was less than the Femur-only SSM error of $1.16 \pm 0.21 \text{ mm}$, however, the Joint-level SSM required 8 more modes of variation to achieve a similar error. At 95% variation explained, the Tibia-only SSM had a much smaller error of $1.26 \pm 0.28 \text{ mm}$ when compared to the Joint-level SSM which resulted in an error of $1.45 \pm 0.30 \text{ mm}$ as seen in Table 5.4. The same results of the individual SSMs having lower errors than the Joint level SSM were seen for the 50% decimated mesh (Table 5.4). This result was expected as it was hypothesized that the individual SSMs would result in higher accuracy, specifically pertaining to the generalization method. When comparing the full mesh errors to the decimated mesh errors, the full mesh has smaller errors. By comparing the number of modes corresponding to 95% variation, the decimated mesh has lower errors, however, it required more modes of variation. This result was to be expected as the decimation of mesh would result in lower accuracy of the models, specifically in the Generalization measure. The Generalization measure also produced overlay plots at the 95% variation explained, where differences were observed in the posterior femoral condyles, the tibial plateau, and the tibial tubercle (Figure 5.6). In clinical applications, representations of the articular surface and the locations of soft tissue attachment sites must be precise and can influence model predictions of joint mechanics. The accuracy of the predicted bone geometry improved as more modes were included in the generalization evaluation. While utilizing the number of modes corresponding to 95%
variation for each SSM seems reasonable, errors continued to decrease until ~50 modes for the individual SSMs and ~100 modes for the Joint-level SSM.

The Specificity measure showed that the individual bone models had smaller errors when predicting random new geometries than the Joint-level model. Specifically, the Femur-only model was more accurate in creating random new geometry with a mean error of $2.21 \pm 1.02$ mm than the Joint-level model at $2.42 \pm 1.06$ mm. Similarly for the Tibia-only model with an error of $2.14 \pm 0.918$ mm compared to the Joint-level model with an error of $2.55 \pm 1.16$ mm. The full mesh developed more accurate random new geometries than the 50% decimated mesh did, when comparing the individual bone models and the Joint-level model. Both results were expected, as it was hypothesized that the individual bone SSMs would be more accurate, as well as the full mesh.

The accuracies of these models were comparable to the results seen in the Audenaert et al., 2017 study. Compactness showed similar results, however, Audenaert et al., 2017 required less number of principal components to reach similar levels of variation explained as this study did, which can be attributed to the larger data set that the models were developed with. However, the accuracy levels when compared at the same percentage of explanation had similar errors of $0.59 \pm 0.06$ mm for both the individual femur and tibia and errors of $0.43 \pm 0.07$ mm and $0.50 \pm 0.07$ mm for the femur and tibia respectively for this study (Audenaert et al., 2017). Zhang et al., 2016 used a leave-one-out analysis to determine errors for each bone in a full lower-limb model. Mean errors found for the femur were $4.57 \pm 1.75$ mm and the tibia and fibula at $3.63 \pm 0.79$ mm (Zhang et al., 2016). These errors were larger than for our joint level femur and tibia for
any number of modes of variation seen for both full and decimated meshes (Figure 5.4 and 5.5). This may be due to differences in sparsity of the nodes of the lower-limb model, as well as, the previous study using full bones versus the proximal tibia and distal femur used in this study. Rao et al., 2013 conducted a leave-one-out analysis on a knee joint that included the distal femur, proximal tibia, and patella. Using the number of principal components that equate to 95% variation explained, the model had a mean error of about 1.6 mm which was larger than the mean error found at the joint-level femur of 0.92 and tibia of 1.30 found in this study (Rao et al., 2013). The models developed in this study resulted in comparable accuracy levels to that of previous studies.

The results of this study show that individual bone SSMs do result in higher accuracies when compared to the Joint-level SSM for these measures. For each of these measures the Joint-level SSM required more modes to achieve similar accuracy to the individual bone models. Still, the tradeoffs with accuracy should be weighed before the determination of the use of an individual bone SSM versus a Joint-level SSM for certain studies. The same can be determined by using decimated meshes, as the full mesh produced more accurate results for these measures. Therefore, the tradeoffs in accuracy need to be determined before the use of a full or decimated mesh setup.

As the training set captures variability in gender and ethnicity, the model’s ability to accurately describe unseen subjects gives confidence for use in a range of biomechanics applications. Specifically, anatomic variation, e.g. femur size and width, has been primarily accommodated in implant systems through design and sizing. With robotic surgical techniques providing the ability to precisely control bony cuts and enabling
patient-specific alignment, the development of new implants and surgical plans can thus potentially leverage SSMs and additional modes of variation describing patient anatomy
Chapter Six: Conclusion

6.1 Main Findings

The work presented in Chapter 4 highlights the collection of maximum torque and implantation force during the surgical approach of the revision total hip femoral stem and the micromotion of the femoral stem during static and activities of daily living loading conditions. The reaming torque and implantation force had no correlation to the amount of micromotion seen for the femoral stems. Bone-implant interface micromotion and the kinematics of micromotion of the whole stem to the femur showed increased amounts of micromotion for the gait and stair descent activities versus the static AP and SI loading conditions. In order to accurately determine the amount of micromotion for the initial stability of a femoral stem, the loading conditions of activities of daily living need to be included.

The work presented in Chapter 5 highlights the development of SSMs for individual bones, specifically femur and tibia, and a joint-level model that consists of the femur and tibia modeled as one. This chapter also determined the level of accuracy in which the individual bone models and joint-level models have compared to one another, using measures outlined by Audenaert et al., 2019. Mesh densities of 100% and 50% between the models for these measures were compared. The measures resulted in lower amounts of error for the individual bone when compared to that of the joint-level model,
specifically when looking at the same amount of modes of variation. There was lower amounts of error for the measures in the full mesh models versus the decimated meshes. This chapter suggested that using individual bone models presented higher levels of accuracy than joint-level models, but trade-offs in higher accuracy should be weighed when determining the use of an individual bone versus a joint-level model.

6.2 Future Work

To expand on the research in Chapter 4, the results from this study will be used to develop finite element models of the micromotion setup in the AMTI VIVO. Using the subject-specific models, the amount of micromotion seen in the model will be compared to the results of the in vitro testing conducted. The results of the in vitro test will provide verification for the results of the finite element models and will allow the use of the finite element models to be used in future studies with different femoral stems and different femur models. These models will be used to further analyze implant designs and the micromotion associated with implant decisions.

To expand on the research in Chapter 5, the models will be used to develop random new geometries for future implant designs. The models were found to be comparative to previous models of individual bones and joint-level models for levels of accuracy and thus will provide a large impact in the future for total knee arthroplasty implants to account for the world’s population variability. The models will help in the understanding of changes in shape variation between individual bone and joint-level models. This study will be used as an indication for the use of individual bone or joint-
level models in future studies dependent on trade-offs in accuracy for the studies objectives.
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